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Abstract 

In this naturalistic study we adopt the lens of interpersonal theory to examine between- 

and within-person differences in dynamic processes of daily affect and interpersonal behaviors 

among individuals (N = 101) previously diagnosed with personality disorders who completed 

daily diaries over the course of 100 days.  Dispositional ratings of interpersonal problems and 

measures of daily stress were used as predictors of daily shifts in interpersonal behavior and 

affect in multilevel models.  Results indicate that ~40%-50% of the variance in interpersonal 

behavior and affect is due to daily fluctuations, which are modestly related to dispositional 

measures of interpersonal problems but strongly related to daily stress.  The findings support 

conceptions of personality disorders as a dynamic form of psychopathology involving the 

individuals interacting with and regulating in response to the contextual features of their 

environment.     

Keywords: Interpersonal Behavior, Affective Instability, Personality Disorders, Interpersonal 

Problems, Dynamic Processes.
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Daily Interpersonal and Affective Dynamics in Personality Disorder 

 Personality disorders (PDs) are defined in terms of stable and cross-situational individual 

differences of thoughts, feelings, and behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  

Although stable individual differences in personality exist (Roberts & DelVecchio, 2000), and 

these differences are useful for distinguishing the variants of PD (Samuel & Widiger, 2008; 

Widiger & Trull, 2007), people with PD experience nuanced and dynamic shifts in experiences 

and behaviors that seem to be triggered by internal and external contexts.  These dynamics are 

presumed to occur in characteristic sequences of perception, interpretation, and behavioral 

output that can be described using generalizeable, nomothetic dimensions (Benjamin, 1996; 

Wright, 2014).  The clinician’s task in diagnosing PD for the purpose of making specific 

hypotheses about functioning and intervention is to describe these sequences (Clarkin, 

Yeomans, Kernberg, 2006; Linehan, 1993).  Empirical models integrating the structure of stable 

individual differences and dynamic processes therefore are critical for connecting personality 

science to clinical practice (Hopwood, Zimmermann, Pincus, & Krueger, this issue).  Data 

capture techniques that allow for intensive and repeated measurement of key functional 

variables, along with innovations in quantitative methodology, have led personality scientists 

and psychopathologists to begin studying dynamic processes with dimensions established in 

structural models of basic personality (e.g., McCabe & Fleeson, 2012; Sadikaj et al., 2013).  

This approach has significant potential to test rich clinical theories regarding the sequences in 

behavior that characterize PD, uncover new insights about PD phenomena, and identify 

actionable treatment targets.  

A Theoretical Framework for Understanding Dynamic Processes in PD 

Navigating the empirical integration of PD structure and processes requires an 

organizing theory equal to the task.  Contemporary integrative interpersonal theory (Pincus, 

2005) serves as a well-established framework within which questions about general and specific 

dynamic processes in personality pathology can be posed because of its shared emphasis on 
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empirically derived structure and inter- and intra-personal processes.  The fundamentals of 

contemporary interpersonal theory can be summarized with four basic assumptions (Pincus & 

Ansell, 2013).  First, the most important expressions of personality (and psychopathology) are 

interpersonal.  This principle defines the focus of the theory, supported by both the essentially 

social nature of our species (Baumeister & Leary, 1995) and the specifically interpersonal 

nature of PD dysfunction (Hopwood et al., 2013) as well as interventions known to be effective 

for PDs (Leichsenring & Leibing, 2003).  Second, interpersonal phenomena are not limited to 

overt expressions of behavior between two (or more) individuals, but also include the internal 

mental representations of others.  Third, interpersonal functioning, across levels of expression 

(e.g., motives, traits, behaviors, dysfunctions), can be structurally organized using the two 

primary domains of Agency (dominance, power, mastery, assertion, status) and Communion 

(affiliation, nurturance, warmth, connectedness, love).  Fourth, adaptive and maladaptive 

dynamics of interpersonal functioning can be understood with reference to normative patterns of 

interpersonal transaction (e.g., interpersonal complementarity; Sadler, Ethier, & Woody, 2011).   

 These assumptions provide a coherent and relatively thorough framework for 

hypotheses regarding both the structure and process of PD (e.g., Horowitz et al., 2006; Kiesler, 

1996; Pincus & Ansell, 2013).  The interpersonal circumplex (IPC; see Figure 1 as an exemplar) 

serves as the formal structural model that outlines the primary dimensions, here labeled 

Dominance and Affiliation (i.e., behavioral manifestations of the broader Agency and 

Communion, respectively), along which interpersonal functioning is presumed to vary.  These 

two dimensions represent the coordinate system that maps both the between-person structure 

of dispositional individual difference (Locke, 2011) and the within-person patterning of behavior 

across time (Fournier et al., 2008).  In general, these axes provide a parsimonious common 

metric that allows for rapid classification of interpersonal functioning that is linked to a well-

established nomological net.  

This structure provides a solid foundation for integrating dynamic processes as specified 
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by the fourth basic assumption of contemporary integrative interpersonal theory.  Traditionally 

discussed largely in terms of the complementarity principle, which provided hypotheses about 

overt behavioral match (e.g., Kiesler, 1983), contemporary interpersonal theory has broadened 

the focus on transactional processes to emphasize the functional purposes of interpersonal 

behavior via motives and goals (Horowitz et al., 2006).  Accordingly, interpersonal motives 

(broad) and goals (narrow) drive interpersonal behavior within and across situations, and outline 

the responses from others (and the environment more generally) that satisfy or meet 

expectations.  Broad overarching goals may promote characteristic patterns of behavior across 

situations in a probabilistic fashion, but given that the contextual features, presses, and 

contingencies vary across situations, more specific and context-specific goals should stimulate 

moderation or amplification of specific behaviors.  Goal satisfaction, as mediated through 

responses to one’s own behavior by the other, will lead to internal security and self-esteem as 

indicated by increases in positive affect.  In contrast, goal frustration leads to disappointment 

and negative affects that prompt the need for some form of regulation.  Interpersonal theory is 

similar to many PD theories in recognizing that regulation of the self (i.e., shifts in social 

cognition, such as perceptions, goals, expectations) and affect (i.e., modulating one’s inner 

emotional state and expression) occurs, but also emphasizes field regulation (i.e., modulating 

the way one behaves and impacts others in interpersonal situations).  A central problem in PD 

involves the inability to effectively modulate behavior, affect, and identity to meet goals that are 

often conflicting, vacillating, or highly poignant (Hopwood et al., 2013; Horowitz et al., 2006).  

Thus, in addition to a well-validated structure, contemporary integrative interpersonal theory 

posits a general heuristic for understanding and predicting dynamic processes that occur 

between people in their daily lives and in clinical contexts. 

Studying Dynamic Processes in Personality and its Pathology 

The dynamic processes that form the focus of clinical description and intervention in PDs 

generally involve an interaction between the individual with PD and the situational contexts 
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within which their symptoms emerge.  To the extent that maladaptive behavior is both variable 

and contextualized in its expression, it is important to sample and analyze behavior in such a 

way as to reflect these putative processes.  The key to studying dynamic processes is 

leveraging time as a variable through the intensive and repeated assessment of target variables 

(Larsen, Augustine, & Prizmic, 2009; Moskowitz, Brown, & Cote, 1997; Wright & Markon, in 

press).  A compelling approach for PD research is to capture thoughts, feelings, and behaviors 

as they are expressed in a patient’s natural environment via momentary or daily questionnaires.. 

Early basic research on psychological and behavioral processes focused on affect as it 

varied from day-to-day and moment-to-moment in the real world given the fundamentally 

variable nature of emotions (e.g., Eid & Diener, 1999; Larsen, 1987; Larsen & Kasimatis, 1990).  

However, similar approaches were soon applied to interpersonal behavior as well (Brown & 

Moskowitz, 1998; Moskowitz & Zuroff, 2004).  In both domains, it was shown that individuals 

vary considerably across moments and days in both affect and interpersonal behavior (Eid & 

Diener, 1999; Moskowitz & Zuroff, 2004). Normative patterns of variability were observable 

(e.g., weekly entrainment; Larsen, 1987; Brown & Moskowitz, 1998), and yet there was 

individual heterogeneity in the amount and patterning of this variability (e.g., Kuppens, Van 

Mechelen, Nezlek, Cossche, & Timmermans, 2007; Larsen & Kasimatis, 1990; Moskowitz & 

Zuroff, 2004).  More recently, this general approach to studying dynamic processes has been 

applied to studying psychopathology generally (see e.g., Myen-Germeys, 2012 for a review), 

and personality disorders more specifically (e.g., Ebner-Priemer et al., 2007; Roche, Pincus, 

Conroy, Hyde, Ram, 2013; Russell et al., 2007). 

 Research on dynamic processes in PD has initially focused, with few exceptions (e.g., 

Roche et al., 2013), on borderline personality disorder (BPD; e.g., Trull et al., 2008).  BPD 

provides a compelling first target because it is a construct synonymous with instability across 

domains (e.g., affect, self-concept, relationships; American Psychiatric Association, 2013, 

Schmideberg, 1947).  Research on affective (e.g., Ebner-Priemer et al., 2007; Trull et al., 2008) 
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and interpersonal instability (Russell et al., 2007) in BPD has motivated the study of 

contextualized processes (e.g., Sadikaj et al., 2013) central to the construct.  Yet, as Fleeson 

(2001; 2007) has demonstrated with basic personality dimensions, variability across time and 

context is a core feature of all personality traits.  Thus, dynamic processes are general to 

virtually all domains of personality, which argues for the importance of studying them more 

broadly in personality pathology (Wright, 2011).  In other words, although BPD was a logical 

place to begin studying dynamic processes in the form of behavioral and affective instability, the 

emerging results from research on basic personality traits shows that similar processes of 

interest are likely to be found across disorders.   

The Current Study 

 In the current study, we adopt the lens of contemporary interpersonal theory to expand 

upon prior work by investigating the dynamics of daily interpersonal behavior and affect as they 

play out naturalistically in the daily lives of individuals with PDs.  Our goal was to examine 

processes that are general to individuals with PD, as well as those that might be more specific 

to individuals with certain interpersonal dispositions.  Thus, rather than focus on specific 

diagnostic categories, which can be limited by within-category heterogeneity and between-

category covariation of features, we enlisted a group of individuals with a broad sampling of 

personality pathology, not exclusive to any specific diagnosis.  This group of individuals was 

followed for 100 days and surveyed daily for their ratings of interpersonal behavior and affect.  

We were motivated to answer several sets of questions.  Some questions were largely 

descriptive, but necessitated by the lack of this type of research in general PD samples, such 

as: How stable or variable is daily interpersonal behavior and affect among individuals with PD? 

How are individual differences in dispositionally rated interpersonal problems (Generalized 

Distress, Dominance, and Affiliative problems) manifested in average levels of interpersonal 

behavior and affect in daily life?  Based on the hypothesis that individuals reporting elevated 

interpersonal problems of various types will presumably need to engage in more regulatory 
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dynamics, which in turn would manifest in more shifts in behavior, we also asked: Do 

dispositionally rated interpersonal problems predict instability in behavior and affect?  As a more 

straightforward test of the regulatory hypotheses, we asked: Are daily shifts in interpersonal 

behavior and affect associated with daily experiences of stress? And are these daily-level 

associations augmented by level of interpersonal problems? In a series of analyses, we answer 

each of these questions, focusing on processes that are general to PD, as well as moderation of 

those processes due to individual dispositions.  

Method 

Participants 

The sample used in this study was collected as part of a project designed to investigate 

general daily processes of behavior in individuals with PD.  As such, recruitment targeted 

individuals diagnosed with any PD.  Participants were recruited from a clinical sample (N=628) 

enrolled in an ongoing study to improve efficient measurement of PD (Simms et al., 2011; 

2015).  Participants were recruited into the broader clinical sample by distributing flyers at 

mental health clinics across Western New York, and were eligible for participation in the parent 

study if they reported psychiatric treatment within the past two years.  Participants received 

structured clinical interviews for clinical syndromes and PDs by trained assessors using a 

version of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR Personality Disorders (SCID-II; First 

et al., 2002).  Only diagnoses of specific PD types were evaluated, and PD-NOS was not 

evaluated or diagnosed.  SCID-II disorder-level Kappas from independent ratings of a subset of 

participants (n=120) for the 10 DSM-IV PDs were strong (Mdn Κ = .96; range = .82-1.00).  

Those who met the threshold for any PD diagnosis on the clinical interview were contacted for 

possible participation in the current daily diary study.  The sole additional requirement for 

participation was daily Internet access via computer or mobile device.   

One hundred and sixteen participants attended the baseline assessment for the daily 

diary study.  Due to the focus on variability in behavior in this study, only participants providing 
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at least 30 days worth of data were included to ensure reliable estimates of variability.  Only 15 

individuals were excluded for providing less than 30 diaries, resulting in an effective sample size 

of 101.  Of these participants 66 (65.3%) were Female, and the majority reported being either 

white (82.2%) or African American (14.9%).  On average, time between diagnostic interview and 

the initial assessment in this study was 1.4 years (Range = 1.2-1.7 years; SD = 0.16 years).  

The PD diagnoses were as follows: 35.6% paranoid, 13.9% schizoid, 16.8% schizotypal, 7.9% 

antisocial, 36.6% borderline, 2.0% histrionic, 19.8% narcissistic, 53.5% avoidant, 5.9% 

dependent, 50.5% obsessive-compulsive.  The average number of PD diagnoses per participant 

was 2.4.  Additionally, 62.4% were diagnosed with mood disorders, 69.3% with anxiety 

disorders, 8.9% with psychotic disorders, and 23% with substance/alcohol use disorders.  

Demographics for the retained sample are presented in Supplemental Table S1. Seventy-two 

percent of participants reported current mental health care treatment, 14% within the last year, 

and the remainder longer than one year prior to the daily diary protocol.  

Procedure 

 A complete description of the study was provided and written informed consent was 

obtained prior to participation.  The relevant institutional review board approved all study 

procedures.  Participants attended an initial in-person training and assessment session during 

which study procedures were explained, and a battery of self-report measures was completed 

via computer.  Starting the evening of the in-person assessment, participants were asked to 

complete daily diaries via secure website every evening for 100 consecutive days.  Surveys 

were to be completed at (roughly) the same time each day, between 8pm and 12am.  However, 

participants were allowed to deviate from this schedule if necessary (e.g., working nightshift) so 

long as (a) they completed diaries at the end of their day, and (b) the diaries were completed at 

roughly the same time each day.  Participants received daily email reminders and also were 

provided several paper diaries they could use in the event of technological difficulties.  

Compliance rates were very high, with a total of 9,041 diaries completed by participants in this 
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study after data cleaning (Mdn = 94 days, M = 89.5 days, range = 33-101 days, 90% > 60 days), 

a small fraction of which were done by paper (~2% of completed diaries).  Compensation was 

provided for daily participation at the rate of $100 for ≥ 80% participation, and prorated at $1/day 

for < 80%.  Participation also was incentivized though recurring raffles ($10 drawing every 5 

days for those providing at least 4 diaries) and drawings for additional money and tablet 

computers at the end of the study, with the odds of winning proportionally tied to participation.   

Measures 

Interpersonal Problems. Interpersonal problems were measured using the Inventory of 

Interpersonal Problems – Circumplex Scales Short Form (IIP-SC; Soldz et al., 1995).  The IIP-

SC is a 32-item self-report inventory of interpersonal problems.  The IIP-SC contains eight, 4-

item scales (i.e., octant scales; see Figure 1) whose internal consistencies ranged from .57 

(Vindictive) to .89 (Socially-Avoidant; Mdn = .77; only 1 scale was < .75).  Dominant Problems 

and Affiliative Problems domain scores were calculated from the octant scales using circumplex 

weighting procedures.  Importantly, each domain is bipolar, such that both high and low scores 

are indicative of interpersonal problems.  In addition, generalized interpersonal distress (i.e., 

severity) was computed as the average octant scale score.  Dimensional scores for Dominant 

and Affiliative Problems provide measures of problems in each domain, net of general severity.   

Daily Affect.  Daily affect was measured using a subset of Positive and Negative Affect 

Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) items.  The PANAS uses a 5-point scale 

(very slightly or not at all, a little, moderately, quite bit, and very much) for participants to rate 

mood states.  Participants were asked to report on their mood “over the last 24 hours.”  Based 

on psychometric work to develop a PANAS short form (Thompson, 2007), daily positive affect 

was measured as the mean of the following five items: Active, Alert, Attentive, Determined, and 

Inspired.  Daily negative affect was measured as the mean of: Afraid, Ashamed, Hostile, 

Nervous, and Upset.  The resulting affective domains were uncorrelated (r = .04). 

Daily Interpersonal Behavior. Daily interpersonal behavior was measured using a subset 
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of the Interpersonal Adjective Scales (Wiggins, 1995) items.  One adjective from each octant-

scale was provided (e.g., Assertive, Critical, Indifferent, Introverted, etc.), and participants were 

asked to rate how well each term described their social behavior over the past 24 hours using 

an 8-point scale ranging from Extremely Inaccurate to Extremely Accurate.  Daily dominance 

and affiliation scores were calculated after first subtracting daily mean endorsement to control 

for overall endorsement, followed by combining the scores based on circumplex weights.  This 

resulted in two essentially orthogonal dimensions (r = .07) of interpersonal behavior.  

Daily Stress.  Daily stress was measured using a self-report version of the Daily 

Inventory of Stressful Events (DISE; Almeida et al., 2002), which consists of seven questions 

that ask whether specific stressful events have occurred within the last 24 hours. The events 

and the percentage of days each was endorsed were as follows: 1. Having had an argument or 

disagreement with someone (19%), 2. Something occurring that could have lead to an argument 

or disagreement but it was allowed to pass (25%), 3. A stressful event at work or school (15%), 

4. A stressful event at home (25%), 5. Experiencing discrimination on the basis of age, sex, or 

race (4%), 6. Something stressful happening to a close friend or relative (14%), 7. anything else 

that most people would consider stressful (19%).  Endorsed events then were rated for severity 

on a 4-point scale with the anchors of Not at all, Not Very, Somewhat, and Very.  We used the 

average of the rated severity, across items, as an index of daily perceived stress.  

Results 

Due to the sequential nature of our analyses, which follow the questions posed in the 

introduction section, we describe analyses and report their results concurrently in the following 

section.  All analyses were conducted in Stata 13.1 (StataCorp, 2013).  

How stable or variable is daily interpersonal behavior and affect among individuals with PD?  

To answer this question we partitioned the total variances into the proportion accounted 

for by individual differences (i.e., between-person differences in average levels) and daily 

fluctuations (i.e., the daily within-person variability around individual averages) by calculating the 
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intraclass correlation (ICC) from unconditional multilevel models (MLMs) with daily ratings of 

interpersonal behavior and affect (Level 1) nested within individuals (Level 2).  The ICC from a 

standard two-level MLM reflects the proportion of variance that is attributable to the differences 

among Level 2 units—in this case, the between-person variance.  Daily dominant behavior 

exhibited the lowest amount of between-person variance (i.e., the highest amount of within-

person variability; ICC = .49; S.E. = .04; 95% CI = .42-.56), followed by daily affiliative behavior 

(ICC = .56; S.E. = .04; 95% CI = .49-.62), daily negative affect (ICC = .58; S.E. = .03; 95% CI = 

.51-.65) and daily positive affect (ICC = .58; S.E. = .03; 95% CI = .51-.65).  The results 

demonstrate a substantial amount of daily variability in interpersonal behavior and affect among 

individuals with PDs in addition to clear individual differences in average daily levels.  Figure 2 

provides the study participants’ individual time series to fully illustrate the dramatic variability in 

affiliative behavior both between and within individuals in this study (See Supplementary 

Figures S1, S2, S3, for the remaining domains).1  

Are dispositionally rated interpersonal problems manifested in average levels of interpersonal 

behavior and affect in daily life?  

 The ICCs offer prime facie evidence that dynamic processes are playing out at the daily 

level, and hint at the possibility that there are important individual differences in, and daily 

triggers for, those processes.  However, prior to investigating predictors of daily dynamics, we 

first examined whether the IIP-SC, which has been used extensively in the investigation of PDs 

assessed cross-sectionally (e.g., Pincus & Wiggins, 1990; Wright et al., 2012), similarly predicts 

daily interpersonal behavior and daily affect.  We hypothesized that the three primary 

dimensions of the IIP-SC—Generalized Distress, Dominant Problems, and Affiliative 

Problems—would relate to average daily behavior in specific ways.  We predicted that baseline 

Dominant Problems would specifically predict higher daily dominant behavior, baseline Affiliative 

                                                
1 For the purposes of the time-series diagrams one participant was chosen at random and excluded so that there 
would be an even number of columns and rows (i.e., presented n = 100).  
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Problems would specifically predict greater reports of daily Affiliative behavior, and baseline 

Generalized Distress would relate to daily Negative Affectivity.  We also predicted that 

Generalized Distress may be related to greater submissive (i.e., negatively related to daily 

dominance) and cold (i.e., negatively related to daily affiliation) behavior given that personality 

pathology that is most strongly related to distress is generally associated with the submissive or 

cold locations on the Circumplex (Pincus & Wiggins, 1990; Wright, Hallquist, Morse, et al., 

2013).  We predicted no relation between positive affect and any of the IIP scales. 

 To test these associations, we estimated a series of conditional MLMs, predicting 

individual differences in average daily interpersonal behavior and affect (i.e., random intercepts) 

from dispositional ratings of IIP domain scores (Level 2 predictors).  In addition, Level 1 

covariates included age and gender, as well as time to account for linear trends in the data, and 

weekend vs. weekday to account for differences in daily endorsement of interpersonal behavior 

and affect that is due to well-established social rhythms (Brown & Moskowitz, 1998; Larsen & 

Kisamatis, 1990), as opposed to individual differences in behavior.  No effect for gender was 

observed in any of the models.  Age positively predicted daily positive affect (β = .014, SE = 

.005, p = .010) exclusively.  There was a significant decrease in overall reporting of negative 

affect as the study progressed (Time β = -.001, SE = .0005, p = .007), but this effect was not 

observed for the other variables, guarding against interpretations of participant reactivity or 

fatigue effects.  Finally, lower levels of negative affect (β = -.061, SE = .014, p = .01), positive 

affect (β = -.046, SE = .023, p = .048), and dominant behavior (β = -.347, SE = .095, p < .001) 

were observed on weekends relative to weekdays, consistent with prior research.   

 Results are presented in Table 1.  As predicted, IIP-SC Dominance exclusively predicted 

higher daily levels of dominant behavior, and IIP-SC Affiliation exclusively predicted higher daily 

Affiliative behavior.  Also as hypothesized, IIP-SC Generalized Distress predicted higher daily 

negative affect, daily submissiveness, and cold or disaffiliative behavior.  As expected, the IIP-

SC scales did not predict positive affect.  
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Do dispositionally rated interpersonal problems predict instability in behavior and affect?  

 To test whether individual differences in interpersonal problems were predictive of 

dynamic processes in behavior we adopted a successive differences approach (see e.g., Jahng 

et al., 2008; Trull et al., 2008), which accounts for both temporal ordering and amplitude of 

fluctuation (i.e., it matters not only how different a score at a given time point is from others, but 

also when in the time-series it occurs).  

 Here we examine successive differences using a MLM framework given that individuals 

differ in the overall number of time-points they contributed, and MLMs account for these 

differences.  Specifically, the square of successive differences (SSD), calculated by subtracting 

each time-point’s score at time t-1 from the score at time t, was the outcome.  When missing 

data created a gap in an individual’s time-series, the next available time-point was treated as 

the new t, without a t-1 to create a SSD.  As Jahng et al. (2008) note, the distribution of SSDs of 

this type are likely to be highly non-normal (i.e., no negative values; highly positively skewed), 

and are likely to fit a Gamma distribution.  We observed this pattern in our data, and therefore 

we used a generalized MLM with a Gamma error distribution and a log link (see Jahng et al., 

2008 for a detailed description of this model) available in Stata 13.1’s MEGLM package.  

Separate MLMs were estimated for each outcome (i.e., daily dominance, affiliation, negative 

affect, positive affect).  The estimated MLMs were intercept-only models, with a randomly 

varying intercept to capture individual differences in average SSDs.  Individuals with higher 

scores have more unstable behavior and affect across daily assessments.  We then entered the 

IIP-SC scales as predictors of individual differences in average SSD.  Because the IIP-SC 

Dominance and Affiliation Problem scales are truly bipolar (i.e., with greater pathology reflected 

at each end, but with opposing content), we reasoned that it was possible that either extreme 

could be associated with greater instability.  As such, we entered quadratic terms for both IIP-

SC Dominance and Affiliation, but only the linear effect for IIP-SC Generalized Distress.  As in 

the previous models, we controlled for time, weekend days, gender, and age.  Neither gender 
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nor age related to instability in any of the outcome variables.  However, time uniformly related to 

lower instability, and only instability of negative affect was lower on weekends.  

 On the whole, the IIP-SC scales did not predict a great deal of variability in SSDs.  

However, IIP-SC Generalized Distress did predict daily negative affect instability (β = .45, SE = 

.12, p < .001).  IIP-SC Dominance also predicted positive affect instability (β = .24, SE = .12, p = 

.043).  Notably, instability in both daily dominance (β = .29, SE = .14, p = .041) and affiliation (β 

= .31, SE = .14, p = .024) were predicted by quadratic IIP-SC Affiliation (full results are in Table 

S2).  A visual scan of the plotted regression lines (see Figure 3) indicates that it is those 

individuals at high and low IIP-SC Affiliation that are higher on interpersonal instability.2  

Are daily shifts in interpersonal behavior and affect associated with daily stress?  

 Shifting from features of the individual that predict instability to contextual and time 

varying factors, we next examined whether daily experiences influenced instability in daily 

interpersonal behavior and affect.  We focus on perceived stress as a predictor because it 

varies considerably across days, and is presumed to trigger various regulatory processes.  In 

the following MLMs we include the individual mean of stress to account for individual differences 

in the experience of stress, as well as the daily deviations from an individual’s average to 

account for daily fluctuations.  We first estimate MLMs predicting SSDs, in line with the 

approach above.  This allowed us to determine whether stress is related to overall instability 

scores at the individual and daily levels.  Results indicated that mean stress predicted greater 

average instability only in daily interpersonal dominance (β = .13, SE = .03, p < .001) and 

affiliative behavior (β = -.10, SE = .03, p = .005).  However, daily stress fluctuations predicted 

instability in dominance (β = .03, SE = .01, p < .001) affiliation (β = .04, SE = .01, p < .001), 

negative affect (β = .13, SE = .01, p < .001) and positive affect (β = .02, SE = .01, p < .018).  

                                                
2 Analyses were re-run after winsorizing three outliers, one in average affiliation SSD and two in average dominance 
SSD.  Results were unchanged.  No outlers were found in the IIP dimensions.  Additionally, models were re-ran 
controlling for median and mean levels (in separate models) of the outcome.  All coefficients of interest retained 
their significance after controlling for the medians, however when controlling for the mean of negative affect, the 
coefficient for Generalized Distress had a p-value of .051.  
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 Thus, very generally, daily stress predicts greater shifts in interpersonal behavior and 

affect.  Although informative, this does not elucidate whether affect and behavior shifts in a 

particular direction in response to stress.  To address this, we calculated difference scores 

between consecutive days, without squaring, and used these scores as outcomes.  These new 

scores provide directional shifts (i.e., increases or decreases) between any given time point t-1 

and t.  We then posed two questions of the data by entering stress at time t, and stress at time t-

1. First, including stress at time t answers the question: What is the response to daily stress 

when it occurs?  Second, including stress at time t-1 answers the question: What is the 

response after stress has passed? Importantly, in these models daily fluctuations in stress (at 

both t and t-1) are random effects, allowing for individual differences in the relationship between 

daily stress and interpersonal and affective responses.  We again include an individual’s 

average stress and the daily deviations from that average (at t-1 and t) as predictors. 

Results for the coefficients of primary interest are presented in Table 2.  Given that for 

an individual there should be equivalence in increases and decreases in a given behavior over 

time the point estimate for the intercept of directional shifts was uniformly zero and therefore is 

not reported.  The same holds for individual differences in this estimate (i.e., Level 2 variance).  

None of the aforementioned covariates were significant predictors of directional shifts.  When 

considering daily stress as a predictor of directional shifts in behavior and affect, we found an 

opposite pattern of prediction for stress at time t and t-1 as predictors.  Stress at time t predicted 

decreased affiliation, and increased dominance, negative affect, and positive affect relative to 

the day prior (i.e., shift from time t-1).  In contrast, stress at time t-1 predicted an increase in 

affiliative behavior, and decreases in dominance, negative affect, and positive affect the 

following day (t).  Importantly, this pattern holds whether both predictors are entered 

simultaneously or in a univariate fashion in separate models.  Furthermore, significant random 

effects were observed (i.e., Level 2 variances), indicative of individual differences in this within-

person association among stress and the behavioral/affective response.  These opposing 
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patterns are suggestive of a stress cycle, with an average shift in one’s behavioral profile 

associated with dealing with stress on a given day, which then resolves the day after having 

been stressed.    

And are these relationships augmented by level of interpersonal problems? 

 Finally, given that individuals differed significantly on the within-person link between 

stress and interpersonal behavior/affect, we tested whether IIP-SC scales moderated the 

relation between stress and shifts in interpersonal behavior and affect.  Although two effects 

trended toward significance, on the whole these effects were non-significant.  The marginal 

effects suggested that (1) baseline Dominance Problems amplified the dominance response to 

stress, and (2) baseline Affiliative Problems amplified negative affect in response to stress.  

However, overall our results suggested that the stress processes did not vary greatly by 

interpersonal disposition.  

Discussion 

 Our findings suggest that daily interpersonal behavior and affect varies considerably 

among individuals with PD, indicative of dynamic processes that play out from day to day.  

Additionally, dispositionally rated interpersonal problems are related to daily averages in 

behavior in expected ways, as well as fluctuations of behaviors, suggesting that these 

processes differ as a function of individual differences in interpersonal style.  Further, we 

demonstrated that daily shifts in behavior are strongly related to the experience of daily stress, 

although these processes appear more general as opposed to specifically related to 

interpersonal problem styles.  We next consider each of these findings in more detail.  

  Within-person variability over time is a necessary condition for studying dynamic 

processes.  On the one hand, that individuals vary in behavior across time and situations may 

be so intuitively obvious as to seem uninteresting.  On the other hand, from an empirical 

perspective, it is only by verifying and quantifying this variability that important questions 

regarding instability can be posed and answered.  For instance, to say that PD individuals are 
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rigid and inflexible, or conversely, labile and erratic, are actually assertions about variance of 

behavior, not average levels or extremity.  Examining PD processes therefore compels the 

measurement of behavior intensively and repeatedly so that these claims can be tested 

(Moskowitz et al., 2009).  Here we demonstrate that a substantial proportion (42%-51%) of 

overall variability in daily interpersonal behavior and affect in this sample of individuals with any 

PD comes from day-to-day fluctuations within-person as opposed to between-person 

differences in the averages.  Our results are highly concordant with previously published 

findings from non-clinical samples (ICCs for affect = .52-.56; e.g., Charles & Almeida, 2006; 

Merz & Roesch, 2011), suggesting that on average individuals with PD are no more or less 

variable than others.3  This finding, in concert with the growing body of basic personality work on 

this topic (e.g., Fleeson & Gallagher, 2009), shows that considerable variability in behavior is an 

aspect of functioning general to all individuals, whether they are diagnosed with a PD or not.  

However, individual differences in variability may be an important differentiating feature worth 

investigating in its own right (Larsen, 1989).  Indeed, intraindividual variability (or lack thereof) 

across domains can be presumed to hold important clinical information, such that instability 

signals the need for improved regulation, whereas stability may necessitate active perturbation 

and disruption.  This rich diversity in patterns of within-person fluctuation in behavior/affect is 

perhaps demonstrated best by the individual time-series in Figure 2 (see also Supplementary 

Figures S1, S2, and S3).  

With this finding in hand, we next investigated dispositional (i.e., interpersonal problem 

dimensions) and time-varying contextual features (i.e., daily stress) as predictors of gross 

instability and specific patterns of variability in interpersonal behavior and affect over time.  

Individual daily averages in interpersonal behavior and affect were related as expected to 

dispositionally rated Dominance Problems (.67 SD increase in daily dominant behavior per 1 SD 

increase in IIP Dominance), Affiliative Problems (.42 SD increase in daily affiliative behavior per 
                                                
3 We were unable to find published results for daily interpersonal behavior, but presume the similarity will hold.  
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1 SD increase in IIP Affiliation), and Generalized Interpersonal Distress (.65 SD higher negative 

affect, .24 SD increase in submissive, and .46 SD increase in cold behavior per SD increase in 

IIP Distress).  The results supported subsequent investigations into the relation between 

dispositions and daily variability.  Interpersonal theory proposes that individuals engage in a 

variety of self, affect, and field (i.e., interpersonal) regulatory strategies when encountering 

frustrated goals or adversity (Hopwood et al., 2013; Horowitz, 2004; Kiesler, 1996; Pincus et al., 

2010).  Therefore, we hypothesized that individuals higher in interpersonal problems would 

report greater instability in behavior reflecting their more frequent need to regulate themselves 

and their interpersonal field. 

 Regarding interpersonal behavioral instability, we found a quadratic effect for Affiliative 

Problems on both daily dominance and affiliation. Individuals high on either pole of Affiliative 

Problems (i.e., overly warm or overly cold) exhibited greater instability of interpersonal behavior.  

The effects are substantial, such that a 1 SD difference in Affiliative Problems is associated with 

43% and 32% greater instability in affiliative and dominant behavior respectively.  At 2 SDs, the 

differences in instability are 266% and 225% relative to the average.  This suggests that those 

individuals who have difficulties managing issues of interpersonal closeness and separation 

exhibit markedly greater interpersonal behavior instability on average.  We interpret this finding 

as reflecting greater amounts of interpersonal field dysregulation among individuals at the 

extremes of affiliative interpersonal problems.  Of note, this effect emerged for both daily 

affiliative and dominant behavior, suggesting these individuals not only shift between 

interpersonal closeness and distance, but also between assertiveness and passivity when 

regulating their interpersonal field.  However, no similar effect was found for Dominant 

Problems.  It is possible that regulatory processes related to dominance operate on a different 

time-scale, or are less frequently evoked, and therefore dominant problems do not emerge as a 

significant predictor of daily variability as with affiliative problems.  It is also possible that issues 

of status, hierarchy, and control are less salient for this sample.  We also found that as 
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Generalized Interpersonal Distress increased, so too did negative affect instability (a 58% 

increase per SD increase in IIP Distress).  That Generalized Interpersonal Distress relates to 

negative affect instability is not surprising, given that interpersonal distress strongly relates to 

negative emotionality and disorders defined by affect instability (e.g., BPD; Wright, Hallquist, 

Morse, et al., 2013).    

 We next asked whether other aspects of an individual’s daily life were predictive of day-

to-day instability in behavior/affect.  Stress was chosen as the daily level predictor due to the 

assumption that, very generally, it catalyzes various regulatory processes.  Taken together with 

theories of personality pathology that posit PD as reflecting maladaptive regulation (e.g., 

Linehan, 1993; Hopwood et al., 2013), among other impairments, daily stress therefore serves a 

key time-varying contextual feature to enlist in the study of dynamic processes in PD.  And, as 

expected, we found that daily stress predicted larger instability in behavior, regardless of the 

interpersonal or affective domain being sampled.  Moreover, we found that stress not only 

predicted greater shifts in daily behavior/affect, but also that it was associated with a particular 

“signature” of behavior/affect.  Specifically, the experience of stress on a given day leads to 

increased dominance and decreased affiliation, along with increased negative and positive 

affect relative to the day prior.  The opposite shift in behavior is predicted by the prior day’s 

stress, such that the day after individuals were likely to shift toward being less dominant, more 

affiliative, and experience lower levels of negative and positive affect.  These results are 

consistent with a homeostatic cycle of interpersonal and affective perturbation due to stress, 

followed by regulation and return to baseline.   

 Several aspects of this finding deserve elaboration.  At the most mundane level, we 

must note that our measure of positive affect is primarily a measure of activation as opposed to 

positive valence, which likely explains why it is positively associated with stress.  The finding 

that individuals respond with negative affect to stress is not novel, and has been long 

demonstrated with similar methods in the basic personality literature (e.g., Bolger & Zuckerman, 
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1995; Suls & Martin, 2005).  More interestingly, the interpersonal aspects of the stress response 

suggest that on average individuals with PDs enact a self-protective stance in response to 

stress, becoming more dominant and separate.  The inverse is true of the day following stressful 

events, which likely reflect a de-escalation of the defensive interpersonal stance, but may also 

reflect appeasement strategies, insofar as the stress was related to interpersonal conflict.  

Beyond these averages in behavioral and affective responses to stress, we found significant 

individual differences in the within-person link between stress and behavior/affect.  In other 

words, some individuals respond more strongly to stress in these ways than others.  Which 

raises questions about which types of variables moderate or amplify the modal stress response 

in PD (e.g., Suls & Martin, 2005).  To the extent that moderation is present, contemporary 

interpersonal theory would predict that individuals react to stress in a manner that is more 

similar to their interpersonal dispositions.  However, we found only modest support for the 

hypothesis that the interpersonal dispositions (at least as measured by the IIP-SC) moderated 

this within-person link.   

The current study benefitted from a relatively large sample of individuals diagnosed with 

PDs who provided daily diaries at a high-rate of compliance over a long study period (100 days).  

However, the results must be considered in the context of several limitations.   For one, there 

was a relatively large gap between the time in which participants were assessed for PDs, and 

when they completed the daily diary study (~1.4 years).  During this time, any manner of internal 

and external influences may have lead to changes in their clinical and psychological profile.  

Although detailed information on clinical interventions is not available, we note that on the 

average participants enrolled in this phase of the study were highly stable across the intervening 

time period on a host of PD and functioning variables, suggesting that they remained largely the 

same in terms of their features (see Wright, Calabrese, et al., in press for details).  

In addition, our results are exclusive to the domain of self-report, and clinical experience, 

theory, and past research (e.g., Klonsky et al., 2002; Leary, 1957; Pincus, 2005) all would 
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suggest that among individuals with PD, discrepancies exist between an individual’s self-

perception, and the perception others hold of their behavior.  Therefore the generalizability of 

our results are to the individual’s perspective on their behavior as they experience it.  Future 

research should endeavor to capture the perspectives of multiple informants in order to fully 

appreciate dynamic processes in PD (e.g., Roche et al., 2014).  This is not without challenges, 

as other informants only have access to the information they themselves are present for and will 

be subject to perceiver effects.  Nevertheless, the use of close significant others (e.g., spouses, 

cohabiting romantic partners) may be able to provide some perspective on this issue.  

Alternatively, or in conjunction, research designs may be able to leverage measures that vary in 

their focus, endeavoring to capture potentially divergent levels of experience, including 

motivations, goals, perceptions and behavior to provide richer perspectives on individual 

processes.  Yet, that self-reports capture the individual’s unique perspective on their daily 

experience should not diminish their value, because it is often the individual’s experience that is 

precisely what clinicians are working directly with in assessment and treatment.  Knowing the 

pattern of experienced behavior for an individual when they experience stress would provide a 

clinician with an invaluable target.  

 We investigated dynamic processes at the daily level.  Yet it is clear that important 

dynamic processes play out across several time-scales, ranging from the momentary (e.g., 

Russell et al., 2007; Sadkiaj et al., 2013; Trull et al., 2008) to the yearly (Morey & Hopwood, 

2013), and everything in between (e.g., Wright et al., 2013; Wright et al., in press).  Although 

end-of-day diaries are commonly used in the study of the types of processes examined here 

(e.g., Mroczek & Almeida, 2004; Bolger & Zuckerman, 1995), researchers are encouraged to 

give deep consideration to the precise level of temporal fidelity necessary to target the 

processes of interest in their study (Collins, 2006).  Thus, our results generalize only to the daily 

level, which allows for the study of dynamics that are not possible in cross-sectional studies and 

those of less frequent assessment, but will miss processes that play out on a briefer time scale.  
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Additionally, we focused on perceived stress as a general phenomenon, and did not 

tease apart more nuanced contextual differences that might lead to differential responses to 

stress.  For instance, it would be reasonable to hypothesize that interpersonal stressors hold 

particular importance for personality pathology relative to other forms of psychopathology, and 

differences may be observed between interpersonal and non-interpersonal stressors among 

individuals with PDs.  More nuanced still would be greater contextual fidelity within interpersonal 

stress, differentiating between perceptions of conflict, withdrawal, power struggles, and so forth 

(cf. Sadikaj et al., 2013).  Similarly, we emphasized the measurement of very broad domains of 

behavior and affect, and there are likely interesting differences to be uncovered by investigating 

more specific behaviors/affect that are subsumed within these domains (e.g., shame vs. anger 

vs. anxiety).  Future research should examine more narrowly measured behaviors as well as 

broad domains.  We plan to pursue these questions in subsequent investigations with this 

sample.  

Finally, although interpersonal dysfunction is widely recognized as one of the hallmarks 

of personality pathology, it has been pointed out that there are other domains of PD not well 

captured by the interpersonal model we employ here (Widiger & Hagemoser, 1997).  Thus, it is 

possible that measures that capture other domains of personality pathology (e.g., impulsivity, 

psychoticism) may uncover moderating effects that we did not find here.  Future research 

should investigate additional dispositional measures.  However, it may be that these effects did 

not emerge here because this sample was comprised entirely of those with PD, and thus range 

restriction occurred that would be clarified by sampling from those without significant pathology. 

Conclusion 

 Clinical theories of personality pathology emphasize the importance of complex dynamic 

processes of the individual interacting with and regulating in response to internal cues and 

external features of the social environment.  However, fulfilling the scientific promise of these 

rich clinical theories generally has lagged when facing the challenges of systematic empirical 
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investigation.  This has been changing in recent years as data collection and analytic advances 

have been catching up with theory.  Here we adopted the lens of contemporary interpersonal 

theory to naturalistically study interpersonal and affective dynamics in a large group of 

individuals with PDs.  We employed daily measurements of the domains of the interpersonal 

and affective circumplex, which each can additionally be understood as variants of the domains 

found in broad dimensional trait models (e.g., the Five-Factor Model).  The findings largely 

support the general assumptions of interpersonal theory of PD, while also offering new insights 

into both general and specific interpersonal and affective processes that play out on the daily 

level that are likely to be highly informative for the conceptualization, assessment, and treatment 

of PD.   
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Table 1. Predicting Individual Differences in Daily Interpersonal Behavior and Affect from IIP Domains 

         Daily Interpersonal Behavior 

 
Dominance 

 
Affiliation 

Fixed Effects        

 Estimate S.E. p  Estimate S.E. p 

IIP Distress -.67 .30 .026  -1.80 .46 < .001 
IIP Dominance 1.91 .38 < .001  -.95 .57 .097 
IIP Affiliation .57 .41 .163  1.67 .62 .007 
        
Random Effects Estimate S.E. 95% CI  Estimate S.E. 95% CI 
Intercept 5.78 .86 4.31, 7.75 

 
12.20 1.80 9.14, 16.29 

 Daily Affect 

 
Negative Affect  Positive Affect 

Fixed Effects         

 
Estimate S.E. p 

 
Estimate S.E. p 

IIP Distress .42 .07 < .001  -.06 .09 .480 
IIP Dominance .16 .09 .084  .13 .11 .233 
IIP Affiliation .07 .10 .500  .19 .12 .121 
        
Random Effects Estimate S.E. 95% CI  Estimate S.E. 95% CI 
Intercept .31 .04 .23, .40  .51 .07 .39, .67 

        Note. N = 101. Significant values bolded. IIP = Inventory of Interpersonal Problems. S.E. = Standard Error; All parameters reported 
from multilevel models which simultaneously included all reported predictors, as well as gender, age, time, and weekend vs. weekday 
as unreported covariates.  
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Table 2. Predicting Directional Daily Shifts in Interpersonal Behavior and Affect From Current 

and Previous Day’s Stress 

         Shifts in Daily Interpersonal Behavior (t – t-1) 

 
Dominance 

 
Affiliation 

Fixed Effects 
       

 
Estimate S.E. p 

 
Estimate S.E. p 

Stresst .208 .026 < .001 
 

-.317 .033 < .001 
Stresst-1 -.217 .027 < .001 

 
.365 .035 < .001 

Mean Stress .000 .018 .999 
 

-.002 .021 .910 

        Random Effects 
       

 
Estimate S.E. 95% CI 

 
Estimate S.E. 95% CI 

Intercept .000 -- -- 
 

.000 -- -- 
Stresst .031 .009 .017, .054 

 
.058 .015 .034, .098 

Stresst-1 .034 .010 .020, .058 
 

.068 .018 .041, .113 

         Shifts in Daily Affect (t – t-1) 

 
Negative Affect 

 
Positive Affect 

        Fixed Effects 
       

 
Estimate S.E. p 

 
Estimate S.E. p 

Stresst .105 .006 < .001 
 

.013 .004 .002 
Stresst-1 -.107 .006 < .001 

 
-.015 .005 .001 

Mean Stress .000 .003 .888 
 

.002 .004 .617 

        Random Effects 
       

 
Estimate S.E. 95% CI 

 
Estimate S.E. 95% CI 

Intercept .000 -- -- 
 

.0000 -- -- 
Stresst .002 .0005 .001, .003 

 
.0005 .0002 .0002, .0013 

Stresst-1 .002 .0005 .002, .003  .0008 .0003 .0004, .0017 
        

Note. S.E. = Standard Error, CI = 95% Confidence Interval. All parameters reported from 
multilevel models which simultaneously included all reported predictors, as well as gender, age, 
time, and weekend vs. weekday as unreported covariates.  
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Figure 1. Structural model of interpersonal problems – The Interpersonal Problems Circumplex 
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Figure 2. Diagram of individual time-series of daily affiliative behavior. Values could range from -16 to 16.  
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Figure 3. Diagram of individual differences in instability (square of successive differences) regressed on affiliative problems. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

Figure S1. Diagram of individual time-series of daily dominant behavior.  Values could range from -16 to 16. 
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Figure S2. Diagram of individual time-series of daily negative affect.  Values could range from 0 to 5. 
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Figure S3. Diagram of individual time-series of daily positive affect.  Values could range from 0 to 5.
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Table S1. Sample Demographics  

 
N/M %/SD 

Age 44.9 13.3 

   Gender 
  Male 35 34.7 

Female 66 65.3 

   Race/Ethnicity 
  White 83 82.2 

Black  15 14.9 
Native American 3 3.0 
Hispanic 5 5.0 

   Education 
  No High School Diploma 6 6.0 

High School Diploma 16 15.8 
Some College 34 33.7 
College Degree 28 27.7 
Graduate/Professional 17 16.8 

   Employment 
  Employed 35 34.7 

Unemployed 13 12.9 
Disabled 33 32.7 
Retired 9 8.9 
Student 5 5.0 
Homemaker 3 3.0 

   Income 
  Less than $15,000 26 25.7 

$15,000-$29,999 23 22.8 
$30,000-$44,999 20 19.8 
$45,000-$59,999 13 12.9 
More than $60,000 19 18.9 

   Marital Status 
  Married 27 26.7 

Widowed 5 5.0 
Divorced 18 17.8 
Separated 3 3.0 
Never Married 48 47.5 

   Note. N = 101.
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Table S2. Predicting Instability in Daily Interpersonal Behavior and Affect from IIP Domains 

 
 

Daily Interpersonal Behavior Instability 

 
Dominance 

 
Affiliation 

        
Fixed Effects Estimate S.E. p  Estimate S.E. p 

IIP Distress .07 .11 .519 
 

.06 .10 .591 
IIP Dominance .17 .13 .199 

 
.17 .12 .172 

IIP Affiliation .07 .14 .638 
 

-.03 .14 .838 
IIP Dominance2 .00 .13 .996 

 
.11 .13 .369 

IIP Affiliation2 .29 .14 .041 
 

.31 .14 .024 

        Random Effects Estimate S.E. 95% CI  Estimate S.E. 95% CI 
Individual Variability .55 .08 .41-.75 

 
.52 .08 .38-.70 

        
 

Daily Affect Instability 

 
Negative Affect 

 
Positive Affect 

Fixed Effects Estimate S.E. p  Estimate S.E. p 

IIP Distress .45 .12 .000 
 

.12 .10 .242 
IIP Dominance .19 .15 .200 

 
.24 .12 .043 

IIP Affiliation .05 .17 .748 
 

.01 .13 .944 
IIP Dominance2 .04 .15 .763 

 
-.10 .12 .421 

IIP Affiliation2 .19 .16 .244 
 

.21 .13 .119 

        Random Effects Estimate S.E. 95% CI  Estimate S.E. 95% CI 

Individual Variability .75 .11 .56-1.00 
 

.47 .07 .35-.64 

        Note. IIP = Inventory of Interpersonal Problems. All models estimated as multilevel models with a gamma error distribution and a log 
link. Individual variability = Level 2 residual variance of random intercept. All parameters reported from multilevel models which 
simultaneously included all reported predictors, as well as gender, age, time, and weekend vs. weekday as unreported covariates. 
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Table S3. Correlations among dispositional measures and daily diary measure means 
 
         

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. IIP Dominance 1.00 
       2. IIP Affiliation -.01 1.00 

      3. IIP Distress -.28 .04 1.00 
     4. Daily Dominance M .54 .11 -.29 1.00 

    5. Daily Affiliation M -.06 .23 -.32 .12 1.00 
   6. Daily NA M -.02 .12 .50 -.15 -.49 1.00 

  7. Daily PA M .11 .15 -.08 .31 .45 .04 1.00 
 8. Daily Stress M .18 .02 .19 .12 -.36 .67 .15 1.00 

 
         

Note. N=100. IIP = Inventory of Interpersonal Problems; NA = Negative Affect; PA = Positive Affect.  


